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Introduction
Thomas Taro Lennerfors and Laura Mitchell

So, what’s wrong with SCOS? This question is remembered 
by many board members to be a recurring final discussion point 
in the board meetings. Were the papers presented too bad  Or 
the number of delegates insu cient  Was the fee set too high or 
low  Was SCOS SCOSsy enough  The point seemed to be, how-
ever, that what was wrong with SCOS is often also what was 
right with SCOS. And this is not uncommon, as the main drivers 
for success are often the very same as those which at some point 
or another lead an organi ation to its demise. 

The history of the emergence of the standing conference 
on organi ational symbolism has already become a communi-
ty myth, a fairy tale of disruptive adventurers beginning their 

uest from a tavern in Glasgow in 19 1. The organi ation of the 
community has also e perienced changes and transformation, 
despite its superficial mimetic adherence to the structure of a 
scholarly association with an e ecutive board, constitution and 
broad membership. Yet the stories and culture of SCOS seemed 
to be becoming increasingly submerged beneath the confec-
tion of conventionalism, and were in danger of being swamped 
by the growing tendency towards telling tales of instrumental 

nowledge production that research institutions increasingly 
wish to promote.

We had never heard of the question “what’s wrong with 
SCOS  when we embar ed on this soul-searching uest that 
eventually led to the publication of this volume. erhaps some 
of the inspiration for this venture came from the archives on the 
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SCOS website, where the first issues of Dragon were published. 
erhaps it came from the video made by O Berg that was circu-

lated on the SCOS faceboo  page, and which is a precious mem-
ory of the early days of the community. erhaps it was enticed 
by the fact that we always thought that the SCOS acronym, the 
Standing Conference on Organi ational Symbolism, sounded 
somewhat anachronistic. As new board members, the board re-
fused to be bored by our myths and stories… but instead, we 
wanted to share them. But it was never meant to be a strategic 
brainstorming with an instrumental purpose of re-positioning 
SCOS on the turbulent, modern academic ‘mar et’. In general, 
we thin  it represented a will within the board to understand 
more deeply what SCOS has been, what it is, and what it could 
become. 

One initial idea, which was discarded uite uic ly, was 
to write the history of SCOS, based on but synthesi ing the oral 
narratives and thoughts of the various people involved. But syn-
thesi ing and creating a neat picture of what SCOS was and is, 
and perhaps even pointing out what it will be in the future, those 
are things that are not SCOSsy. In this book, your narrators are 
not heroic figures but follow a trail e ploring what it means to 
become, ourney through and organi e SCOS. This organi ation-
al remembering collects tales of history and member e perience, 
as well as of nowledge, but it ma es no claims to truth. SCOS 
is not supposed to be neat. SCOS does not have one history or 
future, but rather many memories and multiple possibilities. 
Nonetheless, memories fade and change, so we decided to col-
late tales of Becoming SCOS, which you will find in the first sec-
tion of the book. 

Somewhat foolishly, we thought that if we could not col-
lect a history, perhaps we could represent the essence of SCOS. 
And so we started a range of attempts to ‘capture’ our dragon. 
A film pro ect at the SCOS conference in Uppsala was definitely 
inspired by O Berg’s film. It went pretty well, we shot about 
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an hour of film, and rumor has it that this file is on someone’s 
computer, somewhere. An oral history, ma ing in uiries of the 
‘Old Guard’ of SCOS, attempted to identify the transitions and 
transformations of SCOS bringing historical narratives to bear on 
the current community. Yet this seemed to tidy our transforma-
tive e periences into a nice and distant past, more ‘serious’ than 
‘fun’. And so we as ed many board members and SCOSsers to 
tell us their story, identifying many di erent transformative e -
periences and Journeys in SCOS. You can find these in the second 
part of the boo .

This still felt a bit structured. And structure is not SCOSsy. 
We tried a game of Chinese whispers, or perhaps shouting, 
during dinner at a farm near Uppsala. It turned out, uite play-
fully, that SCOS is a collection of animal parts. Lungs, Teeth, 
Heart. But SCOS is clearly a fertile animal too. Mostly bolloc s. 

This made us reali e the challenges of Organizing SCOS, 
especially in bringing the community together and directing a 
single pro ect. The ongoing di cult interface between structur-
al administrations of academia and of ma ing the Fun, Serious. 
Many of us had shared these e periences and challenges in pre-
vious SCOS conferences, and so we as ed previous organi ers of 
conferences, boards, events and the Culture & Organization jour-
nal (and its predecessors) to give us their views and stories. You 
can find these in the third part of the boo .

We had finally settled upon the idea of gathering a collec-
tion of media, not really editing, but curating them into a piece, 
which definitely would not describe nor proscribe SCOS in its 
totality, but give a glimpse into what SCOS was, is, and could be-
come. Because a spirit can perhaps never be approached straight 
on, you will find a range of types of contribution throughout the 
boo , from academic essays, to photographs, to poetry. By em-
bracing writing di erently, we aim to approach SCOS, as i e  
has it, loo ing awry. Our boo  will not give a neat and tidy pic-
ture, and we see this as an advantage since SCOS was never sup-
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posed to be neat, it does not determine a history, in the way that 
a history  sometimes does. We opened the call for pieces to the 

entire SCOS community, but we have also actively chased down 
a range of people who have played a significant role. 

erhaps the main uestion for SCOS right now is not what 
is has been or what it is, but what kind of beast we want it to be. 
Somewhere in the desert of Sahara, no... we mean, in our current 
arid academic desert, a SCOSser was approached by the little 
prince. 

ith hi  all oice  the little rince aid  
- Draw me a dragon.
And then I made a drawing. 

He loo ed at it attenti el  then
- No! That one is already very sick. Make another one.
 ade another dra ing

My friend smiled kindly, with indulgence.
 ou ee  it i  not a dragon  it i  a hale  t ha  n

I again redid my drawing. But it was refused like the others.
- That one is too old. I want a dragon which will live a long time.

hen  lo ing atience  ince  a  in a hurr  to tart the di a e lage o  
 otor   etched thi  dra ing  

nd  houted

 hi  i  the o  he dragon that ou ant i  in ide  
ut  a  rather ur ri ed hen  a  the rightne  in the ace o   
oung udge  
 hi  i  e actl  ho   anted it  

Maybe SCOS is in a sense the container or our desires, 
which reminds us of i e ’s alternative ending to a a’s The 
Castle: You see, now you’ve discovered the real secret: beyond 
the door is only what your desire introduces there... . 
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Our desired dragon may represent the unattainable mys-
tery of perfected nowledge, its hide near impossible to pene-
trate. After all, it is a monstrous creature of myth and legend, not 
one of scientific reality. Yet this mythical stature does not prohib-
it the metaphor from real e ects. SCOS has real e ects. The final 
part of the boo , Here Be Dragons, brings together opinions and 
inspirations about what e ects those were, are, or might be.
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